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Introduction: Flies possess some of the best aerial abilities in the world and are able to detect, 

process, and evaluate visual stimuli faster than any other organism. Flies land upside-down in 

three different ways, a pitch landing, a barrel roll landing, and a hover/probe landing.  This 

research focuses on modeling the angle of a fly’s landing.   

Methods: Slow motion cameras recorded wing and body motion of flies presented with a viable 

ceiling to land onto.  These recordings were digitized in MATLAB and the orientation angles 

were stored in three by three arrays known as rotational matrices.  The nine values in the matrix 

were used to calculate Euler Angles of the fly’s body positions, as well as the angular velocity of 

the specific motions preformed during landing.   

Results: The peak angular velocities for the landings were found to be approximately 

4500º/second, 6000º/second and 3500º/second for pitch, barrel roll and hover/probe 

consecutively.  It was found that the orientation of the pitch landing started with all values 

around 0º which changed as the fly moved around the pitch axis, increasing the roll value to 180º 

at landing. Barrel roll started at 0º which changed as the fly moved around the roll axis, 

increasing its pitch to 180º at a higher rate than any other method. The hover/probe landing had 

the same configuration as pitch with slower angular velocity.   

Conclusion: The landing methods of Calliphora vomitoria are useful for biomimetic applications 

due to their high levels of maneuverability and speed.  Applications include MAV’s (micro air 

vehicles) and various drone applications.  The pitch and barrel roll landings can be used in 

situations where ample visual information is present, while the hover/probe landing can be used 

where minimal visual input is present as this landing relies on mechanosensory input instead of 

visual information. 

 


